Burnabbie Cave Exploration 2006
:iscoveries on the Nullarbor, using Closed Circuit Rebreathers and Aerial Mapping
By Paut Hosie (WASG)
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Action
With a difficutt cave diving penetration of over 900m
from the entrance (p=900m) of Burnabbie Cave,
exptoration and mapping was continued by WASG
members Alan Potini and I during the period 30 Oct
04 Nov 06. During our trip p[anning, we decided that
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:.lrnabbie Cave is undoubtedly the current King
-- :^e Roe P[ains caves with over 2.7km of surveyed
,: j:ages, 95% o'f il underwater. There are some
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hatf submerged chambers and passages which
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::.e adapted cockroaches, centipedes, isopods and
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travetting to and from the end of the cave would be
more efficient using our Ctosed Circuit Rebreathers
(CCRs) and then conduct our explorations using
normal sidemount open circuit SCUBA. Naturatty,

this required us to carry and stage cytinders of
gas atong the main [ine to be used in the case of a
faiture of our CCRs; this also meant we dived one at
a time to guarantee each other's safety with respect
to the baitout gas suppty. Preparations for the trip
inctuded modification of our CCRs into an 'off-mount
configuration' as wetl as famitiarisation with their use
before taking them into the cave.
Atan's Megatodon rebreather was comparativety
easy to reconfigure as an off-mount due to the
modular design of the unit. A sturdy btue breadbasket
was used by Atan (as a professional baker, Atan is wetl
quatified in the use of breadbasket technotogy) to
house his scrubber cannister, countertungs, oxygen
and dituent cytinders. My own lnspiration rebreather
was stightty more difficutt to modify but a suitabte
ptastic tub was found at Bunnings (as a professional
tinkerer, I am wetl quatified in the use of Bunnings
gadgets) which was sawed and dritted to provide
easy yet secure access to alt the rebreather controls
and disptays. The Inspiration also had to be modified
by the addition of etectronics for a head up disptay
(HUD). A HUD is a critica[ requirement for diving
on a rebreather in a cave as it attows continuous
monitoring of the oxygen [eve[ in the breathing
loop without adding to the task toading normatty
encountered whitst cave diving (such as buoyancy
controt, gas suppty and guideline management).

Burnobbie Troglobitic Spider.
Underwater in the fauna chambers, trogtobitic
amphipods feast on the nutrients provided from
above. The rest of the underwater cave passages
contain jetty-tike manttes of bacterial cotonies
hanging from wa[[s and ceitings whose beauty is onty
exceeded by their extreme fragitity. Because of the
deticate nature of these caves and the fauna habitats
they contain, onl.y ASF cave divers fottowing the
ASF Minimat lmpact Caving Code have so far been
provided access to them. ln the interest of protecting
these unique caves from unwitting damage, this
requirement is unLikety to be retaxed.

ALan Pol.ini... Breadbasket Technotogist.
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Set Up Dive - Exploration Continues!
The first dive was done by both ALan and I together
with four cylinders of open circuit scuba each to
check whether the modified rebreathers woutd
fit through the restrictions or not. Our secondary
objective was to assess the main lead found on my
last dive of the previous visit in October 2005. lt took
us about one hour to swim to the wide room that was
identified as the current end of the cave (p=930m). lt
was clear to us on our journey into the cave that we
would have no probtems negotiating the restrictions
with the CCRs. Finding ourselves at the end of the
cave with gas to spare, I tied on a fresh reel of
knotted line and exptored what I had hoped was the
most promising lead for the cave's continuation. A
fairly low and flat but wide passage went for 75m
before pinching out. This was the first ptace in the
cave that a diving penetration of over 1000m was
reatised which was excettent, but not quite the major
conduit we were wishing for! A number of other leads
were noted in the area on our return journey.

Enter the Closed Circuit Rebreathers
On the next two dives, Atan and I independently
used our rebreathers to stage our 100cuft stage

cytinders in the cave as safety backups for the rest
of the week rebreather diving (one was ptaced at
p=500m and the second was ptaced at p=930m, the
'ends'of the cave). lf the cave continued in a big
way (ie. p=2000m+), we had more stage cylinders
to place every 500m which we calcutated as being a
suitable and highty conservative approach. The most
important thing we had to be mindful of whitst diving
this type of scenario was that if we had a failure of
our open circuit scuba at the Limit of our exploration
and got back to our rebreather to find it dead (ie.
toop flooded or etectronics faited), then we would
be in a 'spot of bother'. Our solution to this was to
commence our open circuit exploration from a staged
baitout cylinder next to which our CCR was secured
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- thus providing futt redundancy for the one hour
swim out of the cave.
On subsequent dives to the 'ends' of the cave.
two other [eads were pushed past the 1000m mar.
byAtan and l, but they att ctosed out the same wa1
- tow, flat and silty but no major conduit to be seeAlan discovered and exptored a fantastic set of
parattet passages of over 130m tength near the enc
of the cave which we managed to connect and su.-,r
through to another of our newty discovered passag€I
The cave seems to branch into tow flat, parattet
passages in this section of the cave but togic and
the shape of some of the passages indicates that a
continuance must be there somewhere. Although a':
systematicatty checked the side walls and surveyec
alt the passages we had found, there remains the
possibitity that one of severa[ smatt leads near the
end of the cave wit[ continue. This has after att,
been the story of Burnabbie exptoration so far - tc
reach a passage terminal onty to then find during tle
exit or next dive, a para[let bypass to the conduit's

continuation.

Aerial Underwater Mapping?
interesting aside, Pau[ Devine (SRGWA) has
discovered that aerial photos of the area ctearty
show up lines of thick vegetation that we have
confirmed track directty over the top of the main
cave passages of both Burnabbie and Otwotgin Caves
It is hoped that as wetl as guiding the direction of
our underwater exptoration, bushwatking along these
vegetation lines witl reveal more cave entrances.
Between our dives, Atan and I did some wonderful
bushwatking and visited over twenty possible karst
feature tocations provided by Paut Devine. Most were
targe btind cotlapse dolines, but three were definitel,
caves and one of those even made it down to the
water levet. Wthout doubt, there are ptenty more
discoveries to be made on the beautiful Roe Plains
and a [oad more aerial karst feature locations to visir
and document for the Karst lndex.
The rebreathers worked beautifully and atlowed
us to safely travel to the end of the cave where
our regular scuba cytinders were used to spend the
maximum amount of time exptoring and mapping
the many new passages there. We had no technical
probtems w'ith the units or their maniputation through
the cave. We became quite adept at controtting our
buoyancy whitst pushing the CCR ahead of us through
a restriction, which may sound simpte but is not. As
you breathe in, the buoyancy of the CCR decreases
(i.e. it sinks) and your body tends to rise as the air
transfers from the unit to your lungs. Breathe out,
and suddenly the CCR starts floating up - atl very
much a pain in the bum when you are trying to float
on an even [eve[ through a restriction! We worked out
that shorter, shattower breaths and stower breathing
whitst negotiating restrictions hetped us maintain
good controt over the unit's position. We atso learned
to use the floating and sinking of the unit to our
advantage, for instance, going through a restriction
with a drop on the exit side of it, just breathe in and
the unit drops tike a stone and then fottow it downl
Once the CCR is ctipped back onto the sidemount harness, it's a simpte matter again because
at[ the gas is in the same vertical ptane. Breathing
resistance of the units (on exhale) is stightty
increased from the normal configuration but in no
As an
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-ranageab[e. We minimised this effect by the
-:bber bungeys to hold the unit as ctose to our
as possibte. Our off-mount CCR dives serve
:ilent experience for other Austratian caves'tes where long underwater distances with tow
l:ions are encountered and CCRs offer a clear
':a[ advantage. By the week's end, over 500m
''n,' passages had been added to the map, making
-.:oie the 4th tongest underwater cave so far
-: . e.ed in Austratia (after Cocktebiddy, Panniken
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Tank Caves).

Last Dive?

-.-alty happens on exptoration trips [ike this, the
-. :jve turned out to reveal an entirely new section
:.:autifuI underwater passages. This was in effect

.ast, rcteanup' dive whereA[an and I used our
:.:^ circuit (yuckl) scuba to remove the stage
- lers we had ptaced at the start of the week. The
: r fassag€s were found in a completety unexpected
.:: on and depth of the cave where a survey
:-:ition mark previously considered to be relatively
-.'grificant, opened up and just
kept going (it
. -:S !). Ninety metres of line was taid before the
...:en rute of thirds reached and the dive was
--^ed; I managed a snappy set of bearing/distance
. -. r' SUr-v€y atong the way. My head was whipping
-::k and forth Like a fair-ground clown's a[ong the
: i, peering down multipte, handsome tooking teads
- 'Crikey' I gurgted into

:

my regutator!
This 'tast minute' discovery offers some tantatising
::ssibitities because this new passage has a different
:.ck to it from the rest of the cave (i.e. ctean, white
restone cottapse tunnets and chambers) and it
-:ads in a different direction to the main conduits
,,e had spent atl week diving. Very exciting and very
'-:strating too knowing we woutdn't be back for
: number of months and the question of what lays
:eyond burning in our soulsl The use of aeriat imagery
:c guide the direction of our underwater exptoration
'i these new passages is a fantastic new approach
^'hich we hope to capitatise on during return trips.
Much remains to be done on the beautiful Roe
)lains as well as beneath in it's magnificent caves. We
are planning to continue the exploration and mapping
afforts in the area during the coming years. lf you like
oushwalking and exploration (or cave diving!), contact
Daul Hosie on paulhosie@trimixdivers.com about
loining us on a future

-

trip.
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Post Article Note:
During ourApril 2007 trip as part of the Nullarbor Karst
Project we explored an additional 300m of passages in
Burnabbie Cave, bringing to total just over 3,000m of
submerged passages. A further trip report on this and
the broader implications of the Nullarbor Karst Steering
Group will be the subject of a future CAArticle.
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